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Appendix S1: Supplemental Materials

A Organization of the Appendix

This appendix documents additional details that support the main paper. In §B, we provide
additional calculations that are related to the variance approximation in the Networking Model.
§C is devoted entirely to listings of the SAS programs that are used in the testing of both the
Networking Model and the Re-Rent Model. Lastly, §D supplements the empirical study in the
main paper.

B Variance Calculation

In this section, we will derive Equation (24) in the main paper. For ease of referencing, all equation
numbers from the main paper will henceforth be prefixed with the letter P. An example is (P-24).

From (P-23), our approximate representation for S
(1)
i ≡ Sci+Spi+Sni in the Networking Model

is that

S
(1)
i =

Sci+Sni
∑

k=1

(1 +Xk) + S
(1)
pi , (1)

where Sci + Sni and S
(1)
pi are independent Poisson random variables with means µci + µni and µ

(1)
pi ,

respectively, and {Xk, k = 1, 2, . . . } is an independent sequence of i.i.d. random variables with

mean γi (given in (P-21)). We now compute the variance of S
(1)
i , using (1).

First, we consider S
(1)
pi , the second term on the right-hand side of (1). Since S

(1)
pi is Poisson with

mean µ
(1)
pi , we have

Var[S
(1)
pi ] = µ

(1)
pi . (2)

Next, we will calculate the variance of the first term on the right-hand side of (1). By condi-
tioning on Sci + Sni, it is easily shown (see, e.g., Ross, 2007, p. 338, equation (5.25)) that

Var

[

Sci+Sni
∑

k=1

(1 +Xk)

]

= E[Sci + Sni]E
[

(1 +Xk)
2
]

= (µci + µni)
[

1 + 2E[Xk] +E[X2
k ]
]

= (µci + µni)
[

1 + 2γi + E[X2
k ]
]

. (3)

To compute E[X2
k ] in (3), we will adopt the viewpoint that Xk is distributed as the number of

purchases counted in S
(2)
pi between a pair of consecutive sales counted in Sci + Sni. In light of our

assumption in §3.1.2 of the main paper that all variables in (1) are cumulative counts in independent
Poisson processes, this viewpoint implies that Xk has the approximate representation Xk = N(Y ),
where Y is an exponential random variable with rate µci + µni, and N(Y ) denotes the number of

Poisson events during the time interval [0, Y ] in an independent Poisson process at rate µ
(2)
pi . It
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now follows by conditioning on Y that

E[X2
k ] = E

[

(N(Y ))2
]

= E
[

E[(N(Y ))2 | Y ]
]

= E
[

µ
(2)
pi Y + (µ

(2)
pi Y )2

]

= µ
(2)
pi E[Y ] + (µ

(2)
pi )

2E[Y 2]

=
µ
(2)
pi

µci + µni

+ (µ
(2)
pi )

2 2

(µci + µni)
2

= γi + 2γ2i . (4)

From (3) and (4), we then have

Var

[

Sci+Sni
∑

k=1

(1 +Xk)

]

= (µci + µni)
[

1 + 3γi + 2γ2i
]

. (5)

Finally, (1), (5), and (2) together yield that

Var[S
(1)
i ] = (µci + µni)

[

1 + 3γi + 2γ2
i

]

+ µ
(1)
pi ;

and this establishes (P-24).

C SAS Programs

C.1 The Networking Model (DVD/Game Retail and DVD Rental)

In this section, we provide a sample SAS code for the Networking Model. The particular title used
in this example is “The Good Shepherd”.

Parameter Lower Bound Starting Value Upper Bound

πc 0 .0199 1

πp 0 .0220 1

αc 0 .3890 100

α 0 .0229 100

β 0 2.530 2, 000

ν 0 .0425 5

δ 0 13, 431 100, 000

Table 1: The Good Shepherd—Starting Parameter Values.

The starting parameters for this title are shown in Table 1. These parameters are found using
Excel, utilizing the Standard Evolutionary Solver addin. The value of m is set to 88, 000, 000. The
program first handles the case of i = 1 (for “ obs =1”, i.e., the first period), and then sequentially
handles each subsequent period i, i = 2, . . . , N (for “ obs >1”). Note that we added the extra
constraints α ≤ αc and πc + πp ≤ 1, limiting the search space to regions that make sense in our
model.

The SAS code is listed below.
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title ’--- The Networking Model ---’;

data testdata ;

infile ’H:\SASDATA\Data\GoodShepherd.txt’ ;

input week time sales ;

run ;

proc nlp data=testdata maxit=5000 maxfu=5000 outest=mle tech=quanew out=vars

MSING=1e-36 GCONV=1e-12 FDH=central FDInt=obj covariance=1 pcov phes ;

max ln_likelihood ;

parms pi_c=.0199, pi_p=.022, alpha_c=.389, alpha=.0229, beta=2.53, nu=.0425,

delta=13431 ;

bounds 0 < pi_c <= 1 ;

bounds 0 < pi_p <= 1 ;

bounds 0 < alpha_c <= 100 ;

bounds 0 < alpha <= 100 ;

bounds 0 < beta <= 2000;

bounds 0 < nu <= 5 ;

bounds 0 < delta <= 100000 ;

lincon alpha <= alpha_c ;

lincon pi_p+pi_c <= 1 ;

m = 88000000 ;

if _obs_ = 1 then

do ;

f_c1 = 1-exp(-alpha_c*1) ;

r_c = m*pi_c ;

s_c = m*pi_c*f_c1 ;

s_n = 0 ;

r_p = m*pi_p ;

alpha_i = alpha ;

pre_beta_i = ((r_p-1)/(m-1))*beta ;

pre_zeta_i = alpha_i+pre_beta_i ;

pre_rho_i = pre_beta_i/alpha_i ;

pre_f_i = (1-exp(-pre_zeta_i*1))/(1+pre_rho_i*exp(-pre_zeta_i*1)) ;

Bboost_i = 1+(s_c+s_n)/(r_p*pre_f_i) ;

beta_i = pre_beta_i*Bboost_i ;

zeta_i = alpha_i+beta_i ;

rho_i = beta_i/alpha_i ;

f_i = (1-exp(-zeta_i*1))/(1+rho_i*exp(-zeta_i*1)) ;

s_p = r_p*f_i ;

s_t = s_c+s_p+s_n ;

s_cn = s_c+s_n ;

chi = pre_f_i*r_p ;

s_pe = s_p-chi ;

dev = sales-s_t ;

tot_var = s_cn*(1+3*(s_pe/s_cn)+2*((s_pe/s_cn)**2))+chi+delta**2 ;

std_dev = tot_var**0.5 ;

z_i = dev/std_dev ;

s_cprev = s_c ;

s_pprev = s_p ;
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s_nprev = s_n ;

end ;

if _obs_ > 1 then

do ;

f_c1 = 1-exp(-alpha_c*1) ;

r_c = r_c-s_c ;

s_c = r_c*f_c1 ;

s_n = (s_cprev+s_pprev)*nu ;

r_p = r_p-s_p-s_n ;

a_i = alpha_i+(beta/(m-1))*(s_cprev+s_p+s_nprev) ;

pre_beta_i = ((r_p-1)/(m-1))*beta ;

pre_zeta_i = alpha_i+pre_beta_i ;

pre_rho_i = pre_beta_i/alpha_i ;

pre_f_i = (1-exp(-pre_zeta_i*1))/(1+pre_rho_i*exp(-pre_zeta_i*1)) ;

Bboost_i = 1+(s_c+s_n)/(r_p*pre_f_i) ;

beta_i = pre_beta_i*Bboost_i ;

zeta_i = alpha_i+beta_i ;

rho_i = beta_i/alpha_i ;

f_i = (1-exp(-zeta_i*1))/(1+rho_i*exp(-zeta_i*1)) ;

s_p = r_p*f_i ;

s_t = s_c+s_p+s_n ;

s_cn = s_c+s_n ;

chi = pre_f_i*r_p ;

s_pe = s_p-chi ;

dev = sales-s_t ;

tot_var = s_cn*(1+3*(s_pe/s_cn)+2*((s_pe/s_cn)**2))+chi+delta**2 ;

std_dev = tot_var**0.5 ;

z_i = dev/std_dev ;

s_cprev = s_c ;

s_pprev = s_p ;

s_nprev = s_n ;

nlincon 0<=r_p ;

end ;

retain alpha_i ;

retain s_c ;

retain s_p ;

retain s_cprev ;

retain r_c ;

retain r_p ;

retain s_n ;

retain s_pprev ;

retain s_nprev ;

ln_likelihood = -log(std_dev)-(1/2)*z_i**2 ;

run ;
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C.2 The Re-Rent Model (Game Rental)

In this section, we provide a sample SAS code for the Re-Rent Model. The particular title used
in this example is “XBox 360 Spiderman 3”. The starting parameters for this title are shown in
Table 2. Again, these parameters are found using the Standard Evolutionary Solver. The value of
m is set to 17, 200, 000. The structure of this program is similar to that in §C.1.

Parameter Lower Bound Starting Value Upper Bound

πc 0 .00684 1

πp 0 .00210 1

αc 0 .13700 100

α 0 .01700 100

β 0 99.050 1, 000

η 0 0.0000 5

δ 0 189.50 100, 000

Table 2: XBox 360 Spiderman 3—Starting Parameter Values.

The SAS code is listed below.

title ’--- The Re-Rent Model ---’;

data testdata ;

infile ’H:\SASDATA\Data\Spiderman3.txt’ ;

input week time sales ;

run ;

proc nlp data=testdata maxit=5000 maxfu=5000 outest=mle tech=quanew out=vars

MSING=1e-36 GCONV=1e-12 FDH=central FDInt=obj covariance=1 pcov phes ;

max ln_likelihood ;

parms pi_c=.00684, pi_p=.0021, alpha_c=.137, alpha=.017, beta=99.05, eta=0,

delta=189.5 ;

bounds 0 < pi_c <= 1 ;

bounds 0 < pi_p <= 1 ;

bounds 0 < alpha_c <= 100 ;

bounds 0 < alpha <= 100 ;

bounds 0 < beta <= 1000 ;

bounds 0 < eta <= 5 ;

bounds 0 < delta <= 100000 ;

lincon alpha <= alpha_c ;

lincon pi_p+pi_c <= 1 ;

m = 17200000 ;

if _obs_ = 1 then

do ;

f_c1 = 1-exp(-alpha_c*1) ;

r_c = m*pi_c ;

s_c = m*pi_c*f_c1 ;

r_p = m*pi_p ;

alpha_i = alpha ;

pre_beta_i = ((r_p-1)/(m-1))*beta ;

pre_zeta_i = alpha_i+pre_beta_i ;
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pre_rho_i = pre_beta_i/alpha_i ;

pre_f_i = (1-exp(-pre_zeta_i*1))/(1+pre_rho_i*exp(-pre_zeta_i*1)) ;

Bboost_i = 1+s_c/(r_p*pre_f_i) ;

beta_i = pre_beta_i*Bboost_i ;

zeta_i = alpha_i+beta_i ;

rho_i = beta_i/alpha_i ;

f_i = (1-exp(-zeta_i*1))/(1+rho_i*exp(-zeta_i*1)) ;

s_p = r_p*f_i ;

s_r = 0 ;

s_t = s_c+s_p+s_r ;

chi = pre_f_i*r_p ;

s_pe = s_p-chi ;

dev = sales-s_t ;

tot_var = s_c*(1+3*(s_pe/s_c)+2*((s_pe/s_c)**2))+s_r+chi+delta**2 ;

std_dev = tot_var**0.5 ;

z_i = dev/std_dev ;

s_cprev = s_c ;

s_pprev = s_p ;

end ;

if _obs_ > 1 then

do ;

f_c1 = 1-exp(-alpha_c*1) ;

r_c = r_c-s_c ;

s_c = r_c*f_c1 ;

r_p = r_p-s_p ;

alpha_i = alpha_i+(beta/(m-1))*(s_cprev+s_p) ;

pre_beta_i = ((r_p-1)/(m-1))*beta ;

pre_zeta_i = alpha_i+pre_beta_i ;

pre_rho_i = pre_beta_i/alpha_i ;

pre_f_i = (1-exp(-pre_zeta_i*1))/(1+pre_rho_i*exp(-pre_zeta_i*1)) ;

Bboost_i = 1+s_c/(r_p*pre_f_i) ;

beta_i = pre_beta_i*Bboost_i ;

zeta_i = alpha_i+beta_i ;

rho_i = beta_i/alpha_i ;

f_i = (1-exp(-zeta_i*1))/(1+rho_i*exp(-zeta_i*1)) ;

s_p = r_p*f_i ;

s_r = (s_cprev+s_pprev)*eta ;

s_t = s_c+s_p+s_r ;

chi = pre_f_i*r_p ;

s_pe = s_p-chi ;

dev = sales-s_t ;

tot_var = s_c*(1+3*(s_pe/s_c)+2*((s_pe/s_c)**2))+s_r+chi+delta**2 ;

std_dev = tot_var**0.5 ;

z_i = dev/std_dev ;

s_cprev = s_c ;

s_pprev = s_p ;

end ;

retain alpha_i ;
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retain s_c ;

retain s_p ;

retain s_cprev ;

retain r_c ;

retain r_p ;

retain s_pprev ;

ln_likelihood = -log(std_dev)-(1/2)*z_i**2 ;

run ;

D Additional Empirical Results

In this section, we provide additional details that support Sections 4.1–4.3 in the main paper.

D.1 Fitting Parameters

In §4.1 of the main paper, we presented a summary of the fitted parameters for a test set of twelve
products (see Table 3 there) and discussed the detailed model fits for two product examples (see
Figures 7 and 8 there). In this subsection, we will first present and discuss the fit characteristics
for three additional products, and then summarize a number of parameter statistics for the entire
352 product test set.

In increasing order of trajectory complexity, the three additional product titles are: “The Good
Shepherd”, “XBox 360 Spiderman 3”, and “WII Prince of Persia”. The fit performance for these
titles further demonstrates the robustness of the models developed in our paper.

For “The Good Shepherd”, the Networking Model is used. The fitted sales are shown in Figure
1. It can be seen that all three sales components play a strong role in the model fit. The R2 value
for this fit is at .9931. Moreover, the Z-scores are uniform across time periods.
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Figure 1: The Good Shepherd.

The fitted sales for “XBox 360 Spiderman 3”, using the Re-Rent Model, is shown in Figure 2.
The sales trajectory for this tile is quite challenging as it has a sharp drop from period 1 to period 2,
an “anomalous turn” between periods 2 and 3, and then a smooth decay in the remaining periods.
The decomposed sales turn out to be somewhat similar to that of “XBox 360 Forza Motorsport 2”
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discussed in the main paper, in that there is no re-rent effect and that there is a first-period sales
spike for potential buyers. Despite the sales anomaly in periods 2 and 3, the fitted sales matches
the actual sales almost perfectly, with a remarkable R2 value of .9991.
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Figure 2: XBox 360 Spiderman 3.

The third title, “WII Prince of Persia” is also a game rental. The fitted sales are shown in
Figure 3. The sales trajectory exhibits a second-period spike, which is followed by a gentle decline
that is almost horizontal. In contrast to “XBox 360 Forza Motorsport 2” and “XBox 360 Spiderman
3”, the re-rent effect is very strong in this case. Interestingly, committed-buyer sales diminishes
quickly to essentially 0 beyond period 4. The R2 value for this model fit is at .9399.
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Figure 3: WII Prince of Persia.

We will next report two sets of robustness measures for each of the four product categories in
the entire set of 352 products: (i) average t-statistics of the estimated parameters, and (ii) percent
of estimated parameters that have p-values not greater than .05. These are given in Tables 3 and
4, respectively.

It can be seen from these tables that, overall, all of the estimated parameters are quite significant.
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DVD Rental DVD Retail Game Rental Game Retail

πc 4.2 7.6 6.6 4.7

πp 8.0 8.2 11.1 6.1

αc 5.1 10.2 6.9 6.0

α 3.6 1.9 7.1 1.4

β 2.1 2.7 3.8 2.6

ν 3.7 4.5 na 7.9

η na na 10.1 na

δ 3.8 1.9 3.2 1.4

Table 3: Average Parameter t-Statistics by Product Category.

DVD Rental DVD Retail Game Rental Game Retail

πc .70 .77 .77 .67

πp .78 .78 .78 .80

αc .81 .77 .84 .80

α .61 .40 .77 .33

β .31 .37 .51 .47

ν .35 .39 na .87

η na na .52 na

δ .97 .57 .71 .33

Table 4: Percent of Parameter Estimates with a Significant p-Value, by Product Category.

This underscores the robustness of our model. Note that the estimated parameters πc, πp, and αc

appear to be stronger than the others.

D.2 Predicting Parameters (Movie Rental Only)

In §4.2 of the main paper, we discussed our approach for developing regression models for the
prediction of parameter values prior to any sales activity, using publicly-available environmental
data. In the interest of brevity, our discussion was limited to πc only. In this subsection, we will
provide details for the remaining six parameters. As the method has been outlined in §4.2 of the
main paper, we will be brief here.

The first step of our method is to conduct a careful correlation analysis to determine which
subset of the nine environmental variables is likely to be helpful in predicting parameter values.
Our analysis reveals that, as in the case for πc, all of the other six parameters have the highest
correlation with y, the four-week gross theatrical sales. Therefore, we will continue to use ln(y)
as the independent variable in the preliminary backbone regression for each of these remaining
parameters.

As in the main paper, we will use the letters a, b, c, whenever applicable, to denote param-
eters in a backbone regression, the letters p, q, r, s, t, u, w, z to denote the remaining eight
environmental variables, and the letters d, e, f , g, h, i to denote the coefficients of the applica-
ble environmental variables in the final regressions. We will make no further comments on these
notational conventions.
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D.2.1 Parameter πp

When πp is plotted against ln(y), we find that the relationship between these two variables is
similar to that between πc and y (see Figure 9 in the main paper). We will therefore adopt the
same functional form specified in (P-35); that is, we will use

πp = exp

(

−b

(ln(y))c

)

as the backbone relation.
We next find that two additional environmental variables, large genre appeal (t) and medium

studio (u), are helpful in predicting πp; and our final regression model is

πp = exp

(

−b (1 + dt)

(ln(y))c (1+eu)

)

.

D.2.2 Parameter αc

When αc is plotted against ln(y), we find that the relationship is approximately linear, with a small
negative slope. Therefore, the backbone relation is

αc = a+ b ln(y) .

The MPAA ratings of UNRATED (q), R (z), and PG-13 (w) are next found to be helpful in
predicting αc, and we arrived at the following final regression model

αc = a (1 + dq + ez + fw) + b (1 + gz + hw) ln(y) .

D.2.3 Parameter α

For this parameter, we again have an S-shaped relationship with ln(y). However, unlike πc and
πp, which are bounded from above by 1, there is no theoretical upper bound for α. The backbone
relation is of the form

α = m

[

a+ (1− a) exp

(

−b

(ln(y))c

)]

.

Here, m is a scaling constant and a, with 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, is an additional shape parameter. The value
of m is approximately 0.25, based on our empirical observations.

Next, the environmental variables medium genre appeal (p) and large studio (r) are found to
be helpful. Our final regression model is

α = 0.25

[

a edp + (1− a edp) exp

(

−b (1 + er)

(ln(y))c

)]

.

D.2.4 Parameter β

For this parameter, what we found is that its relationship with ln(y) has a backwards S-shape. In
particular, this implies that β is decreasing in y, which is not unexpected. An intuitive argument
is as follows. If the value of y is very low for a movie title, then a large fraction of consumers
could be unaware of the existence of the title; consequently, the influence from an existing buyer is
expected to have a significant impact on product sales. Conversely, if the value of y is extremely
high, then most consumers are likely to have been exposed to the title, and hence to have formed a
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firm opinion; consequently, it would be difficult for the influence from existing buyers to contribute
much to product sales.

The following backbone relation turns out to work reasonably well:

β = a

[

1− exp

(

−b

(ln(y))c

)]

,

where a is a nonnegative scale parameter.
Next, the environmental variables MPAA rating of PG-13 (w) and presence of significant awards

(s) are found to be helpful, and this leads to the final regression model

β = a edw+es

[

1− exp

(

−b

(ln(y))c

)]

.

D.2.5 Parameter ν

As in the case of αc, we find that the relationship between ν and ln(y) exhibits a mildly-decreasing
linear pattern. Thus, the backbone relation is simply

ν = a+ b ln(y) .

Only one environmental variable, MPAA rating of R (z), is found to be helpful; and our final
regression model is

ν = a (1 + dz) + b ln(y) .

D.2.6 Parameter δ

For this last parameter, we find that it also exhibits an S-shaped relation with ln(y). Note that,
similar to α, this parameter does not have a theoretical upper bound. A reasonable backbone
relation turns out to be

δ = m exp

(

−b

(ln(y))c

)

,

where m is a scaling constant, which we set to 18, 000, based on our empirical observations.
After introducing four applicable environmental variables, namely MPAA rating of R (z), MPAA

rating of PG-13 (w), presence of significant awards (s), and large genre appeal (t), our final regres-
sion model is

δ = 18, 000 exp

(

−b (1 + dz + ew + fs+ gt)

(ln(y))c (1+hs+it)

)

.

D.3 Forecasting Sales (Movie Rental Only)

In §4.2 of the main paper and in §D.2 above, we constructed a set of regression models that allowed
us to make preliminary sales forecasts for movie titles prior to public release. This was done for
a set of eleven new movie titles. In §4.3 of the main paper, we further developed a method that
can be used to adjust the initial sales forecast for a title based on its actual first-period sales. The
performance of both the initial forecasts and the adjusted forecasts for the eleven test titles was
summarized in Table 5 in the main paper. For two of these test titles, “Premonition” and “Factory
Girl”, we also discussed in detail the comparison between the actual sales, the preliminary sales
forecast, and the adjusted sales forecast. Here, we will continue this comparison for the remaining
nine titles in the test set, in descending order of the actual first-period sales of these titles.
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Figure 4: Sales Forecasts for “The Number 23”.
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Figure 5: Sales Forecasts for “Zodiac”.

The sales forecasts for “The Number 23” are plotted in Figure 4. It can be seen that the
trajectories of the actual sales, the preliminary forecast, and the adjusted forecast are very similar,
both in magnitude and in shape. In fact, from Table 5 (§4.3) of the main paper, we have that the
MAPDs for the two sales forecasts are at 21.87% and 31.79%, respectively. These percentages seem
reasonable. Note that this title is the only one in the test set whose MAPD became worse after
the forecast adjustment.

The forecasts for “Zodiac” are shown in Figure 5. Observe that the initial forecast for the
first period substantially overshoots the actual sales. However, the adjusted sales forecast offers
significant improvements both in magnitude and in shape. The MAPD for the adjusted sales
forecast is at 27.82%.

The sales forecasts for “The Hills Have Eyes 2” are plotted in Figure 6. The initial forecast
again overshoots the actual sales in the first period, but it does closely mirror the actual sales
beyond that period. The adjusted sales forecast offers reasonable improvement for this title. The
MAPD is reduced from 29.56% to 19.60%.
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Figure 6: Sales Forecasts for “The Hills Have Eyes 2”.
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Figure 7: Sales Forecasts for “Slow Burn”.

The forecasts for “Slow Burn” are shown in Figure 7. For this title, the initial forecast substan-
tially undershoots the actual sales, resulting in an MAPD of 44.99%. The adjusted forecast once
again has a much lower MAPD, at 21.74%.

In the remaining five titles, we begin to observe a progressive degradation of the preliminary
forecasts. This suggests that, in general, the method developed in §4.2 of the main paper can be
expected to provide good initial forecasts for titles that have large actual first-period sales, but,
as the size of the actual first-period sales become lower, the accuracy of the initial forecast would
suffer. Note however that in all but one title in our test set, the adjusted sales forecasts do work
well.

The sales forecasts for the remaining five titles (“Perfume, Story of a Murder”, “Nomad”, “The
Host”, “Tabunfire: Dynamite Warrior”, and “Avenue Montaigne”) are shown in Figures 8–12. In
all cases, the adjusted forecasts are substantially better than the initial forecasts. Details of the
actual reduction in MAPD for each of these titles can be found in Table 5 in the main paper.
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Figure 8: Sales Forecasts for “Perfume Story of a Murder”.
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Figure 9: Sales Forecasts for “Nomad”.
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Figure 10: Sales Forecasts for “The Host”.
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Figure 11: Sales Forecasts for “Tabunfire: Dynamite Warrior”.
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Figure 12: Sales Forecasts for “Avenue Montaigne”.
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